ONE PIECE MEDLEY

from eichiro oda's masterpiece
"ONE PIECE"

Arranged by K. Watchrasupat
SONG LIST

"HAHA NARU UMI"
Composed by Toshihiko Sato
Transcribed by GnihpGurl

"MEMORIES"
Composed by Maki Otsuki
Transcribed by Alfan A.

"DEAR FRIENDS"
Composed by Triplane
Transcribed by Bravo Ortiz Chris

"CRAZY RAINBOW"
Composed by Tackey & Tsubasa
Transcribed by Pete, Beyak, Pryn and Copper

"A MOTHER'S LOVE"
Composed by Shiro Hamaguchi
Transcribed by Rii Nagaja

"AKIISU'S MUSIC BOX"
Composed by Kouhei Tanaka
Transcribed by Rii Nagaja

"ONE DAY"
Composed by The Rootless
Arranged by Oppeeya
Transcribed by Josh

"BECAUSE WE'RE ALIVE"
Transcribed by Rii Nagaja

"BINK'S SAKE"
Composed by Eichiro Oda
Transcribed by Era Yachi

"KOKORO NO CHIZU"
Composed by Boy Style
Transcribed by Josh

"LUFFY'S FIERCE ATTACK"
Composed by Kohei Tanaka and Shiro Hamaguchi
Transcribed by Marioverehrer2

"MINATO MURA"
Composed by Shiro Hamaguchi
Transcribed by Luis Rafael

"RUN! RUN! RUN!"
Composed by Maki Otsuki
Transcribed by Anime Zen

"HIKARI E"
Composed by The Babystars
Transcribed by Pete, Beyak, Pryn and Copper

"BELIEVE"
Composed by Folder 5
Transcribed by Anime Zen

"WE ARE!"
Composed by Hiroshi Kitadani
Piano Transcribed by by Frawyorify Piano
Brass quintet Transcribed by Hiiro Ohga
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from eichiro oda's masterpiece
"ONE PIECE"

Arranged by K. Watcharasupat

"Haha Naru Umi"
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\[ \text{Opt. if tuba can't play low D, Trombone will play} \]
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"Dear Friends"

\( \frac{1}{4} = 120 \)
ONE PIECE MEDLEY
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"Luufy's Fierce Attack"

[Opt. Play or Hit your Trumpet (Make sound like Conga)]
[Opt. Play or Hit your Trumpet (Make sound like Conga)]

[Opt. Play or Hit your Trumpet (Make sound like Bongo)]

ONE PIECE MEDLEY
Run! Run! Run!

accel.

\( q = 200 \)

\( \frac{\text{THEME MEDLEY}}{\text{ONE PIECE MEDLEY}} \)
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